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VIRTUALLY FIBERING RIGHT-ANGLED COXETER GROUPS
KASIA JANKIEWICZ, SERGEY NORIN, AND DANIEL T. WISE
Abstract. We show that certain right-angled Coxeter groups have finite index sub-
groups that quotient to Z with finitely generated kernels. The proof uses Bestvina-
Brady Morse theory facilitated by combinatorial arguments. We describe a variety
of examples where the plan succeeds or fails. Among the successful examples are
the right-angled reflection groups in H4 with fundamental domain the 120-cell or the
24-cell.
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1. Introduction
A group G virtually algebraically fibers if there is a finite index subgroup G′ admitting
an epimorphism G′ → Z with finitely generated kernel. We do not require any other
finiteness properties of the kernel beyond finite generation. It is an interesting observa-
tion of Stallings [Sta62] that when G is the fundamental group of a 3-manifold M and
G virtually algebraically fibers then the kernel is the fundamental group of a surface
S, and the corresponding finite cover of M is an S-bundle over a circle. In fact, with
the exception of a limited class of closed graph manifolds, every compact irreducible
3-manifold M with χ(M) = 0 does virtually fiber [Wis, Ago13, Liu13, PW].
The goal of this paper is to obtain virtual algebraic fibering of a right-angled Coxeter
groupG. The groupG acts properly and cocompactly on a CAT(0) cube complex X˜ . The
method of this paper is to use a combinatorial argument to choose a finite index torsion-
free subgroup G′, so that there is a function X → S1 on the compact nonpositively
curved cube complex X = G′\X˜ that lifts to a Bestvina-Brady Morse function X˜ → R.
Although the situation can become quite complicated, our method enables us to produce
Morse functions even when G is associated to a simplicial graph Γ that is quite large.
The initial motivation was to examine whether the Bestvina-Brady theory can be
applied successfully for a hyperbolic 3-manifold in the simple setting of a right-angled
hyperbolic reflection group. In the uniform case, we find that it can be applied for
an infinite family of dual Lo¨bell graphs (see Lemma 5.6), in the non-uniform case, we
find that there are examples where Bestvina-Brady cannot be applied to any finite
index subgroup quotienting X˜ (see Example 6.7). This last realization is established
by connecting the problem to an old conjecture of Tait about hamiltonian cycles in
graphs, to which a famous counterexample was provided by Tutte. Overall our results
provide some evidence that Bestvina-Brady Morse theory can be applied towards virtual
fibering as an alternate route to Agol’s criterion [Ago08]. However, Tutte’s example
demonstrates that alternate cube complexes would have to be utilized - even for certain
cusped hyperbolic manifolds.
In two other highly noteworthy cases, we successfully apply the theory to a uniform
and a non-uniform 4-dimensional hyperbolic reflection group: namely, the reflection
groups whose fundamental domain is the right-angled hyperbolic 120-cell, and the right-
angled hyperbolic 24-cell. These yield the first examples of higher-dimensional hyperbolic
manifolds whose fundamental group virtually algebraically fiber.
Most of the paper is dedicated to examples which begin to substantiate the larger goal
of obtaining virtual algebraic fibering of virtually special groups in a broader context
than for 3-manifold groups.
Acknowledgement: We are grateful to the referee for helpful comments and correc-
tions.
1.a. Contextualization. Bestvina and Brady [BB97] introduced their highly influential
theory partially in response to a flawed attempt by Gromov to produce non-hyperbolic
groups that do not contain Z2. Their theory generalizes earlier work of Stallings [Sta63]
and Bieri [Bie81] and led to many interesting examples of subgroups with exotic finiteness
properties. Partially realizing Gromov’s goal, Brady [Bra99] applied this theory to obtain
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a remarkable example of a word-hyperbolic group with a finitely presented subgroup
that is not word-hyperbolic. It remains an open problem whether there can be such a
subgroup with a finite K(π, 1). We suggest a possible approach towards this in Section 7.
Our approach creates a platform which enables the Bestvina-Brady theory to reach
complicated examples. It seems that some exotic examples necessarily arise in a fairly
involved setting.
Virtual algebraic fibering was investigated for Bourdon buildings in [Wis11] and for
Coxeter groups having higher bounded exponents in [JW16]. In those cases the Bestvina-
Brady Morse function was instead produced using the probabilistic method.
1.b. Guide to reading this text: The “combinatorial game” that we are playing here
is a self-contained problem about graphs described in Section 2 and illustrated there by
two simple examples. Its vocabulary, “systems of moves”, “legal states” and so forth is
used heavily throughout the text.
We review the right-angled Coxeter group G(Γ) associated to the simplicial graph
Γ in Section 3.a. We also describe there the CAT(0) cube complex X˜ that G acts on
cocompactly, which is the Davis complex of G. We describe a conjecture about algebraic
virtual fibering and Euler characteristic for some of these right-angled Coxeter groups.
A brief review of the part of Bestvina-Brady Morse theory that we utilize is described
in Section 4.a. In Section 4.b, we present the focal point of the paper, Theorem 4.3,
which explains that a legal system for Γ leads to virtual algebraic fibering of G(Γ).
Section 5 exhibits a variety of examples where our method successfully provides alge-
braic virtual fibering.
Section 6 describes examples where our method fails, and indeed any attempt to
virtually apply the Bestvina-Brady theory for these examples must fail.
Section 7 poses a problem aiming to produce exotic subgroups of hyperbolic groups
following Brady as discussed above.
In Section 8 we investigate the applicability of the method to random right-angled
Coxeter groups associated to Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graphs.
2. Systems of moves and legal states
Let Γ = Γ(V,E) be a simplicial graph with vertices V and edges E.
A state of Γ is a subset S ⊂ V . The state is legal if the subgraphs induced by S and
by the complement V −S of S in V are both nonempty and connected. A move at v ∈ V
is an element mv ∈ 2
V with the following property:
(1) v ∈ mv.
(2) u 6∈ mv if {u, v} ∈ E.
A system of moves is a choice mv of a move for each v ∈ V . We do not assume that
mv 6= mu for v 6= u.
We identify ZV2 with 2
V in the obvious way where ∅ is the identity element and
multiplication is the symmetric difference. Accordingly, each state and each move is
identified with an element of ZV2 . The set of moves generates a subgroup M of Z
V
2 . The
system is legal if there is an M -orbit all of whose elements are legal states. We refer to
such an orbit as a legal orbit.
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A state S is strongly legal if S is legal, and moreover, each vertex of S is adjacent to a
vertex of V −S and vice-versa. It follows from the definitions that every state in a legal
orbit is actually strongly legal.
Example 2.1. In many cases, our system of moves arises as follows: There is a partition
V = ⊔iVi where each Vi has the property that no two of its vertices are adjacent. The
move associated to v is the element Vi containing v. We refer to such a system of moves
as a colored system.
Example 2.2. Consider the following graph Γ on four vertices and the system of moves
given by the partition of Γ into three parts:
m1 = m2 = m3 =
This is a legal system since there is a legal orbit:
S = m1S = m2S = m3S =
m2m3S = m1m2S = m1m3S = m1m2m3S =
Note that the orbit of S′ = contains the non-legal state m2S
′ = .
3. Coxeter Groups, Curvature, and a Guess
3.a. Right-angled Coxeter Groups. Let G(Γ) be the right-angled Coxeter group
associated to Γ. Let X˜ denote the associated CAT(0) cube complex that G acts on
properly and cocompactly, which is known as the Davis complex of G. We recall that
the 1-skeleton of X˜ is isomorphic to the Cayley graph of G after identifying each bigon
to an edge, and n-cubes are equivariantly added to the 1-skeleton for each collection of
n pairwise commuting generators (see for instance [Dav08, Chap. 7]). Let α : G →
ZV2 denote the homomorphism induced by s 7→ {s}, so α is merely the abelianization
homomorphism. Let G′ = ker(α). Let X = G′\X˜ .
3.b. The Charney-Davis Curvature.
Definition 3.1 (Curvature of Γ). For a finite simplicial graph Γ we define its n-curvature
κn(Γ) =
∑n
i=−1(−2)
i+1|Ki| where Ki is the set of i-cliques. Note that |K−1| = 1 as there
is a unique (−1)-simplex.
We are specifically interested in κ2(Γ) = 1−
|V |
2 +
|E|
4 .
Let κ = κ∞. By distributing
1
2d
of the Euler characteristic (−1)d concentrated at an
open d-cube among each of its 2d vertices, we obtain the following tautological formula
for a compact cube complex Y :
(1) χ(Y ) =
∑
y∈Y 0
κ(link(y))
For X and Γ as in Section 3.a we have: χ(X) = 2dκ(Γ).
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3.c. A Guess. As mentioned in the introduction, a primary aspiration of this paper is
to test the possibility of understanding virtual algebraic fibering of special groups by
applying Bestvina-Brady theory to finite covers of nonpositively curved cube complexes.
This was the original intended approach towards the virtual fibering problem by one of
the authors. It was side-stepped by Agol who gave a criterion for virtual fibering that
employed Gabai’s sutured-manifold technology [Ago08]. Other forays that tested this
approach using the probabilistic method were given in [Wis11, JW16].
We are guided by the following optimistic guess. Although our approach confirms this
guess in many cases, we show the approach is not always applicable in Section 6.b.
Guess 3.2. Let G(Γ) be a finitely generated right-angled Coxeter group. Suppose
κ2(Γ) ≥ 0. Then either:
(1) G is virtually abelian;
(2) G splits over a virtually abelian subgroup;
(3) G has a non virtually abelian sub-Coxeter group G′ that virtually algebraically
fibers.
We are grateful to Mike Davis for drawing attention to the connection with the con-
jecture in [DO01] that the orbifold associated to a right-angled Coxeter group G(Γ) has a
finite index cover fibering over a circle when the flag complex of Γ is an even dimensional
sphere.
4. Legal Systems Provide Virtual Fiberings
4.a. Bestvina-Brady Morse Theory. A diagonal map [0, 1]d → S1 on a d-cube is
the restriction of the composition Rd → R → S1 where the first map is the linear map
(x1, . . . , xd) 7→
∑
i±xi and the second map is the quotient R/Z = S
1. A diagonal map
on a cube complex is a map X → S1 whose restriction to each cube of X is a diagonal
map.
Consider a diagonal map φ : X → S1, and let φ˜ : X˜ → R. A (d−1)-simplex of link(x)
is ascending (resp. descending) if the restriction of φ˜ to the corresponding d-cube has
a minimum (resp. maximum) at x. The ascending link link↑(x) (resp. descending link
link↓(x)) is the subcomplex of link(x) consisting of all ascending (resp. descending)
vertices and edges. Bestvina and Brady proved the following in [BB97]:
Theorem 4.1. If each ascending and descending link is connected then the kernel of
φ∗ : π1X → Z is finitely generated.
Remark 4.2. A diagonal map is determined by (and equivalent to) directing the 1-cubes
of X1 so that opposite 1-cubes of each 2-cube agree. From this viewpoint, the ascending
and descending links correspond to the induced subcomplexes of outgoing and incoming
1-cubes.
Since connectedness of a simplicial complex is determined by the connectedness of its
1-skeleton we will focus entirely on the 1-skeleton when discussing the ascending and
descending links.
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4.b. Virtually Algebraically Fibering G(Γ).
Theorem 4.3. Let Γ be a finite graph. Suppose there is a system m : V → 2V with a
legal orbit. Then there is a diagonal map φ : X → S1 whose ascending and descending
links are nonempty and connected.
Corollary 4.4. G has a finite index subgroup G′ such that there is an epimorphism
G′ → Z with finitely generated kernel.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let S be a state such that each element of 〈mv : v ∈ V 〉S is
legal. Consider a base 0-cube xˆ ∈ X0. For each z ∈ Zv2 we associate zxˆ with zS. This
determines a way to direct the 1-cubes at zxˆ. Specifically: A 1-cube is outgoing if the
corresponding vertex v of link(zxˆ) is in zS and it is incoming if v 6∈ zS.
Let z1xˆ and z2xˆ be the endpoints of a 1-cube c corresponding to a move v of G, and
note that z1 = mvz2. Since z1 = mvz2 we see that the direction of c induced by z1S and
z2S agree by Move Property (1). Move Property (2) implies that the opposite sides of
each 2-cube are directed consistently. 
Remark 4.5. We have restricted ourselves to Bestvina-Brady Morse functions associ-
ated to diagonal maps. These correspond to those for which the minimum and maximum
vertices of each square are antipodal. In fact, a slight generalization of legal system is
equivalent to the existence of a diagonal Bestvina-Brady Morse function on a finite cover.
Diagonal maps are associated to a consistent direction for edges that are parallel along
each “hyperplane” There are other possible Morse functions, but they are less natural
to investigate in terms of Γ.
5. Examples where the method succeeds
5.a. Some favorite small examples.
5.a.1. Cube. Let Γ be a 1-skeleton of the 3-cube. This is a bipartite graph, with
girth(Γ) = 4 and κ(Γ) = 1 − 82 +
12
4 = 0. The system of moves corresponding to
the bipartition is legal:
This is an example of a legal orbit:
5.a.2. Wagner graph. The Wagner graph Γ is the following 3-valent graph on 8 vertices:
1
2 3
4
5
67
8
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A1
A2
B1
B2
Figure 1. A bipartite graph Γ with a legal system illustrating Lemma 5.1.
The girth of the Wagner graph is 4 and the curvature κ(Γ) = 1− 82 +
12
4 = 0. The graph
Γ is noteworthy for having a legal system but not having any legal colored system. The
following system of moves is legal:
m1 = m4 = m5 = m8 = m2 = m7 = m3 = m6 =
The following figure indicates a legal orbit.
5.b. Some high density bipartite examples. Consider a bipartite graph Γ(V,E)
with bipartite structure V = A ⊔ B. In many cases where there are sufficiently many
edges, there exists a legal system all of whose moves are either A or B. For instance the
following easy criterion often applies in high density situations. For instance, it applies
to the graph Γ in Figure 1.
Lemma 5.1. Consider a bipartite graph Γ whose vertex set has the bipartite structure
A⊔B where A = A1 ⊔A2 and B = B1 ⊔B2. If the following holds then each Ai ⊔Bj is
a legal state for each i, j and so {A,B} is a legal system.
(1) For each i, j, and for each pair of vertices a, a′ ∈ Ai, there is a path from a to a
′
in the subgraph induced by Ai ⊔Bj.
(2) For each i, j each element of Bj is adjacent to an element of Ai.
Proof. The orbit of A1 ∪ B1 is {Ai ∪ Bj : i, j ∈ {1, 2} }. For each state Ai ∪ Bj, the
vertices of Ai lie in a single component by (1) and each vertex of Bj is joined to this
component by (2). 
Problem 5.2. Is there a 4-connected finite graph Γ with girth(Γ) ≥ 4 and κ(Γ) ≥ 0 but
no 4-connected (or even 3-connected) subgraph Γ′ with a legal system?
Figure 11 depicts Tutte’s graph which is 3-connected but contains no 3-connected
subgraph with a legal system. We are unable to make more than a vague connection to
n-connectivity here but refer to Remark 6.8 and Theorem 6.5 and Conjecture 6.6.
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Figure 2. The 1-skeleton of the 24-cell has 8 green vertices correspond-
ing to 3-dimensional faces of the 4-cube. We illustrate only one such
vertex here. On the right there is a legal state for the 1-skeleton of the
4-cube. All elements of its orbit are legal where the system of moves
correspond to bipartition of the 1-skeleton of the 4-cube.
5.c. 24-cell. The 24-cell is one of six convex regular 4-polytopes. Its boundary is com-
posed of 24 octahedra with 6 meeting at each vertex, and 3 at each edge. It can be
realized as a right-angled ideal hyperbolic polytope. Let G be the Coxeter group of re-
flections in the 3-dimensional faces of the 24-cell. Since the 24-cell is self-dual G = G(Γ)
where Γ is the 1-skeleton of the 24-cell.
5.c.1. The 1-skeleton of the 24-cell. The graph Γ is obtained from the 1-skeleton of the
4-cube as follows: for each of the 3-cubes in the 4-cube we add an extra vertex and join it
to all vertices of its “surrounding” 3-cube. See the left graph in Figure 2. The resulting
graph has 24 vertices: 16 of the 4-cube and 8 extra vertices; and has 96 edges: 32 in the
4-cube and 8 edges for each extra vertex.
5.c.2. Legal system in the 24-cell. Consider the system of moves for Γ corresponding to
the 3-coloring of Γ where the 4-cube is colored using a bipartite structure and all extra
vertices are given a third color. Note that extra vertices are pairwise at distance ≥ 2.
The state Sb of the 4-cube graph, presented on the right in Figure 2, has the property
that its restriction to any 3-cube is a legal state of the 3-cube as in Example 5.a.1. All
states obtained from Sb by the moves corresponding to the bipartite structure of the 4-
cube graph also have this property and remain legal. Thus the bipartition of the 4-cube
graph is a legal system (A similar argument works for an n-cube). We extend Sb to a
state So of Γ. Since each extra vertex v in Γ is adjacent to all vertices of a 3-cube, for
each state S in the orbit of Sb, the vertex v is joined to both a vertex in S and a vertex
in V −S. Let So be the union of Sb and any subset of the set of extra vertices. Then So
provides a state for Γ whose orbit is legal.
5.d. Icosahedron. Consider the 6-coloring of the icosahedron on the left in Figure 3.
For each vertex v ∈ V there exists exactly one color k such that no neighbor of v has
it. In particular, the set of elements in color k or in the color of v is a move at v, e.g.
the pink and purple vertices form a move at the top pink vertex. We will show that the
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Figure 3. The move at v consists of the two vertices with the same
color as v together with the two vertices with the color not adjacent to
v. Let So be a state consisting of exactly one vertex of each color. There
are two orbits of such states. One is a legal system and is illustrated in
the middle. On the right there is a non-legal state. We use a different
convention here than in previous examples: vertices of the same color
correspond to moves, and circled vertices form a state.
system M of moves of this form is legal. This system generates an index 2 subgroup of
a group M ′ generated by all single color sets. Consider the collection S of states having
exactly one vertex of each color. The collection S is a single orbit under M ′-action. Not
all such states are legal, but all nonlegal state of such form lie in a single orbit under
M -action. To see that note that for any nonlegal S ∈ S the graph induced by either S
or V −S consists of two disjoint triangles as in the picture below. Indeed, the connected
component of this graph cannot be a single vertex or a pair of vertices connected by an
edge since every vertex and every such pair have two neighbors in the same color. Any
two illegal states differ on an even number of colors.
5.e. 600-cell. The 120-cell is a notable convex regular 4-polytope that admits an em-
bedding in H4 as a right-angled polytope. Identifying opposite 3-dimensional faces of
the 120-cell gives a compact hyperbolic 4-manifold [Dav85]. The dual of the 120-cell is
the 600-cell whose boundary is a flag complex that is built of 600 tetrahedra and is char-
acterized by the property that the link of each vertex is an icosahedron. The reflection
group associated to the 120-cell generated by reflections along its 3-dimensional faces
is the Coxeter group whose defining graph is the 1-skeleton of the 600-cell. We refer
to [Wik17] for a description of the 600-cell, and note that the construction below was
motivated by the discussion there.
5.e.1. The 1-skeleton of the 600-cell. We refer to Figure 4. Begin with a torus represented
by a 10 × 10 grid. Note that it has a bipartite structure and we refer to its two classes
of vertices as even and odd. (We regard the northwest most vertex in the grid as even.)
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0 3 4 9 8 5 2 1 6 7
1 8 7 2 3 6 9 0 5 4
2 5 6 1 0 7 4 3 8 9
3 0 9 4 5 8 1 2 7 6
4 7 8 3 2 9 6 5 0 1
5 2 1 6 7 0 3 4 9 8
6 9 0 5 4 1 8 7 2 3
7 4 3 8 9 2 5 6 1 0
8 1 2 7 6 3 0 9 4 5
9 6 5 0 1 4 7 8 3 2
Figure 4. The 1-skeleton of the 600-cell is on the left. Red and blue
vertices are even and odd respectively. One even hovering vertex and two
consecutive odd hovering vertices are illustrated. On the right there is
a legal system. Moves correspond to all vertices labelled with the same
number. There are also moves corresponding to the hovering vertices
which are not illustrated in the figure.
We now add the following edges which join odd-to-odd and even-to-even: For each of
the 100 squares of the torus, we add both diagonals as edges. For each even vertex we
add an edge joining it to the two vertices that are two edges north and south of it in its
column. For each odd vertex we add an edge joining it to the two vertices that are two
edges east and west of it in its row. We use the terms row-cycle and column-cycle to
refer to the corresponding cycles within the torus.
We now add 20 further hovering vertices. Ten of these are odd and ten are even. Each
even hovering vertex corresponds to a consecutive pair of column-cycles and we attach
it to all ten even vertices in those column-cycles. We add an edge between consecutive
even hovering vertices. Similarly, each odd hovering vertex corresponds to a consecutive
pair of row-cycles and we attach it to all odd vertices in those row-cycles. We add an
edge between consecutive odd hovering vertices. The resulting graph Γ has 120 vertices,
and 720 edges.
Observe that the automorphism group of Γ acts transitively on the non-hovering
vertices and also on the hovering vertices. It therefore suffices to examine a vertex v
in each case and confirm that the graph spanned by the vertices adjacent to v is an
icosahedral graph as illustrated in Figure 5. A blue hovering vertex of Γ is adjacent to
two horizontal row-cycles of blue vertices as well as two blue hovering vertices. Its link
corresponds to an octahedron obtained by subdividing a 5-sided antiprism: Its horizontal
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Figure 5. Links of a blue hovering vertex and non-hovering vertex.
row-cycles yield 5-cycles in the link that are connected by an alternating band of triangles,
and each hovering vertex in the link is adjacent to all the vertices of one of these 5-cycles.
A blue non-hovering vertex is adjacent to four red non-hovering vertices, six blue non-
hovering vertices, and two blue hovering vertices. Its link corresponds to an icosahedron
obtained by subdividing a cuboctahedron.
5.e.2. A legal system for the 600-cell 1-skeleton. We color the vertices of the grid-vertices
of Γ as on the right in Figure 4: The vertices in the westmost column are colored
0, 1, . . . , 9 starting from the top of the grid. The subsequent columns are colored so
that even numbers decrease traveling southeast, and odd numbers increase traveling
northeast.
The cycle of even hovering vertices are colored 0′, 2′, 4′, 6′, 8′, 0′, 2′, 4′, 6′, 8′. The cycle
of odd hovering vertices are colored 1′, 3′, 5′, 7′, 9′, 1′, 3′, 5′, 7′, 9′.
The start state So consists of all vertices in alternate row-cycles of the torus, together
with a choice of alternate vertices within each hovering cycle.
Note that there are exactly 20 moves, corresponding to the distinct colors.
5.e.3. Proof that it is a legal system. Consider a state S in the orbit of So. As the reader
can verify, a feature of the colored moves is that for consecutive column-cycles, their odd
vertices in S are complementary in the sense that that for each color, exactly one of the
two vertices with that color lies in S. The analogous statement holds for even vertices
and row-cycles.
There is a degenerate odd case where alternate column-cycles have all their odd vertices
in S. Similarly there is a degenerate even case where alternate row-cycles have all their
even vertices in S.
There are now four cases to consider according to whether odd or even are degenerate.
We first observe that in a doubly-degenerate case, (e.g. So), the grid-edges connect
each row-cycle to each column-cycle, and so S is connected since in addition, each hov-
ering vertex in S is automatically connected at one of its two sides.
We now examine a non-degenerate case where some but not all odd vertices in a
column-cycle are in S. We will show that the odd vertices in S are connected in this
case: The consecutive complementary color property shows that every odd vertex is
connected to a “traversing-cycle” in the odd part of S which contains a vertex in each
column-cycle. Indeed, consider a northmost odd vertex of S within S-component of a
column-cycle, as the odd vertex north of it is not in S, we see that the vertex southeast
of it is in S, and it is thus connected to an odd vertex in the next column eastward.
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Likewise, is connected to a traversing-cycle intersecting each column-cycle. Each odd
hovering S-vertex is connected to each traversing-cycle so we are done.
An analogous argument shows that for a non-degenerate even case, where some but
not all even vertices in a row-cycle are in S, there is a traversing-cycle consisting of even
vertices of S that contains a vertex from each row-cycle, and contains a vertex from each
column-cycle.
If the odd vertices of S are degenerate but the even are not, then the traversing cycle
in the even part of S is connected to all odd rows. The case where the even part is
degenerate and the odd part is connected analogously.
We now consider the case where neither odd nor even is degenerate: Consider a
column-cycle with a maximal number of vertices in S. If it has four then these vertices
connect to all even vertices and so the odd part is connected to the even part. If it
has three then these must be consecutive, since otherwise separate groups of two and
one will be adjacent to all even vertices in that column. The even and odd are thus
connected unless there is only one even state in S within that column. But then the
complementary property assures that there are four even vertices in S within the next
column. But these are connected to all odd vertices within that column.
Remark 5.3. The group G(Γ) is a cocompact right-angled reflection group in H4 that
was studied by Bowditch and Mess [BM94] who showed that G(Γ) is incoherent in the
sense that it has a f.g. subgroup that is not f.p. and we refer also to the work of
M.Kapovich and Potyagailo and Vinberg [KPV08] as well as [Kap13].
5.f. Brinkmann graph. The Brinkmann graph is a very symmetric graph with 21
vertices and 42 edges, and with girth(Γ) = 5. Thus κ(Γ) = 1. We describe a legal
system for Γ associated to a coloring in Figure 5.f. The Brinkmann graph obviously has
subgraphs Γ′ with κ(Γ′) = 0, but we have not checked if any such subgraph has a legal
system.
5.g. Blowup of a cube. Let Γ¯ be the 1-skeleton of a d-cube. We will produce a graph
Γ and a map ρ : Γ→ Γ¯ with the following properties: There is a number n and we will
later conveniently assume that n is a large prime. For each v¯ ∈ Γ¯0, its preimage ρ−1(v¯)
consists of a set of vertices vi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We distinguish one of the three parallelism classes of edges of Γ¯.
Let e¯ be a distinguished edge of Γ¯ whose endpoints are u¯, v¯. Its preimage in Γ con-
sists of a set of 2n − 1 edges each of which maps to e¯, such that their union with
u1, . . . , un, v1, . . . , vn is a tree. (In practice ρ
−1(e) is obtained from a 2n-cycle by remov-
ing an edge.)
Let e¯ be a non-distinguished edge of Γ¯ whose endpoints are u¯, v¯. Its preimage consists
of n edges mapping to e¯, such that the correspondence between their endpoints yields a
bijection {u1, . . . , un} ↔ {v1, . . . , vn}.
We now explain that for strategic choices above we have girth(Γ) ≥ 6. First observe
that Γ is bipartite, and also simplicial by construction, and so it suffices to exclude 4-
cycles. A cycle in Γ projects to a combinatorial path in Γ¯. Observe that a 4-cycle cannot
project to a single edge, since the preimage of a distinguished edge is a tree, and the
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Figure 6. The legal system of Brinkmann graph has 4 moves each cor-
responding to vertices in one of 4 colors in the figure. An orbit of a state
under these moves consists of 16 states. In the figure we illustrate 8 states
of a legal orbit, the 8 other states are “complementary” to the illustrated
states, i.e. they are obtained from the illustrated states by exchanging
circled and uncircled vertices. Thus to ensure that the orbit is legal it
suffices to check only 8 illustrated states.
preimage of a non-distinguished edge is a disjoint union of edges. Likewise, the 4-cycle
cannot project to the union of two edges, since at least one of these is non-distinguished,
and so consecutive edges of the 4-cycle mapping to this non-distinguished edge would
not share an endpoint. The remaining possibility is that the 4-cycle maps to a 4-cycle
of Γ¯. It thus suffices to exclude 4-cycles over the 4-cycles of Γ¯.
When n is large, one can choose the trees and the bijections at random for each e and
the conclusion almost always holds. Moreover, girth(Γ) can be ensured to be arbitrarily
large for large n in this case.
Alternately, for the distinguished edge e with vertices u¯, v¯ we use a “linear tree”
u1 − v1 − u2 − v2 − · · · − vn−1 − un − vn. And we associate a natural number ke <
n
2
to each non-distinguished edge e, and use the bijection ui 7→ vi+ke with subscripts taken
modulo n. And we then require that for edges e¯, e¯′ that are parallel in a square of Γ¯, the
associated numbers ke, ke′ satisfy |ke − ke′ | ≥ 3.
We note that when d > 3, the graph Γ has κ(Γ) > 0. However, when d = 3, we
have κ(Γ) = 0. Indeed, Γ then has 8n vertices, and 8n + 4(2n − 1) edges. Thus κ(Γ) =
1− 8n2 +
8n+4(2n−1)
4 = 1− 4n + 2n+ (2n− 1) = 0.
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A legal system for Γ is the “preimage” of a legal system for Γ¯ as described in Ex-
ample 5.a.1: Its moves correspond to a 2-coloring of Γ and its states correspond to
preimages of states in the legal system for Γ¯. To see that each such state S is connected,
let S¯ be the corresponding state in Γ¯. For each vertex vi in S there is a path in S¯ from
v¯ to a distinguished edge e¯. This path lifts to a path in S that ends at the preimage of
e¯ which is a tree.
Remark 5.4. It appears that the key point to generalizing this “blow-up” construction
of a graph Γ¯ with a legal system, is that there is a distinguished edge in each state.
5.h. Lo¨bell graphs and right-angled 3-dimensional hyperbolic reflection groups.
Definition 5.5 (Lo¨bell graphs). The n-antiprism is the polyhedron whose boundary
consists of two disjoint n-gon faces joined by an annulus that is subdivided into 2n
triangles, so that there is one n-gon and three triangles at each vertex. The dual Lo¨bell
graph of degree n ≥ 4 is the 1-skeleton of the polyhedron obtained from an n-antiprism
by centrally subdividing each n-gon into n triangles. For example, for n = 5 we obtain
an icosahedron. The Lo¨bell graphs themselves are formed from pentagons and n-gons,
and early examples beyond the icosahedron occurred in Lo¨bells construction of certain
hyperbolic 3-manifolds. They were further studied by Vesnin in [Ves87].
Lemma 5.6. Every dual Lo¨bell graph of degree n ≥ 5 has a legal system.
Proof. If n = 5 the dual Lo¨bell graph is the icosahedron and has a legal system described
in Section 5.d. Suppose n ≥ 6. Consider the following coloring of the dual Lo¨bell graph
with n+ 1 colors having two vertices of each color:
• the vertices {v∗, w∗} that are dual to the n-gonal faces have color c∗,
• let v1, . . . , vn and w1, . . . , wn denote consecutively the vertices adjacent to v∗ and
w∗. And “shift” the subscripts so that wi is adjacent to vi−2 and vi−1 for each i
(mod n). Each pair {vi, wi} has color ci. See Figure 8.
There is a move corresponding to c∗. There is a move corresponding to ci for each
i /∈ {1, ⌈n2 ⌉}. There is also a move corresponding to the four vertices colored by c1 or
c⌈n
2
⌉. This last move is valid as c1-vertices are not adjacent to c⌈n
2
⌉-vertices for n ≥ 6
because of our subscript shift. Let S be a state containing exactly one c∗-vertex, exactly
one ci-vertex for each i /∈ {1, ⌈
n
2 ⌉}, and also containing either v1 and w⌈n2 ⌉ or v⌈
n
2
⌉ and w1.
We now verify that S and the complement S¯ of S are connected. Let V = {v1, . . . , vn}
and W = {w1, . . . , wn}. It suffices to show that each vertex v ∈ V ∩ S lies in the same
connected component as some w ∈ W ∩ S, and that each w ∈ W ∩ S lies in the same
connected component as some v ∈ V ∩ S. Indeed, since one c∗-vertex is in S, either all
the vertices in V ∩S or all the vertices in W ∩S are adjacent to it, and it follows that S
is connected. Consider any maximal string v = {vi, vi+1, . . . , vk} ⊂ V (with indices mod
n) that is in S. We have v ( V , since only one of v1, v⌈n
2
⌉ is in S. Note that wk+1 is
in S, since vk+1 ∈ S¯ by maximality of v. Since wk+1 is adjacent to vk we conclude that
each vertex of v lies in the connected component of some vertex in W ∩ S. Similarly
consider a maximal string w = {wi, . . . wk} ⊂ W that is in S and now vi−1 is in S by
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Figure 7. Lo¨bell graphs of degree 6,7,8 and 9. In each graph there is
one vertex “at infinity” not illustrated in the figure.
Figure 8. At left is the coloring of the degree 6 dual Lo¨bell graph from
the proof of Lemma 5.6. The vertex “at infinity” is paired with the central
vertex. At right is an example of a legal state whose orbit is legal.
maximality of w. Since vi−1 is adjacent to wi, we conclude that each vertex of W ∩ S
lies in a connected component of some vertex in V ∩ S. We verify that S¯ is connected
in the exact same way. Let S0 = {v∗, w1, v2, v3, . . . , vn}. Then each element of the orbit
of S0 using the above moves is legal and has legal complement. 
We recall the following result of Pogorelov characterizing 3-dimensional compact right-
angled hyperbolic polyhedra [Pog67], which we restate in terms of Coxeter groups:
Theorem 5.7. For a finite simplicial graph Γ, the group G(Γ) is a cocompact 3-dimensional
right-angled hyperbolic reflection group if and only if Γ embeds in S2 so that:
(1) each region is a triangle;
(2) each cycle of length ≤ 4 either bounds a triangle or two triangles meeting at an
edge;
(3) Γ is not a triangle or a 4-clique.
It follows that each vertex has valence ≥ 5 since a low valence vertex would lead to a
contradiction. For instance, a valence 4 vertex would be surrounded by a 4-cycle, which
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Figure 9. The two Inoue structural induction moves.
would then have to bound a pair of triangles meeting an edge, in which case there would
be a triangle not bounding a region.
We refer to graphs satisfying the conditions in Theorem 5.7 as Pogorelov graphs. Inoue
gave a recursive construction of all (duals of) Pogorelov graphs [Ino08]. Expressing his
result in terms of duals, the base case consists of the dual Lo¨bell graphs. His structural
inductions are of two types:
(1) Combine two Pogorelov graphs by removing a valence n vertex from each and
then gluing together along an n-antiprism as on the top of Figure 9
(2) Expand a vertex of a Pogorelov graph to an edge whose vertices each have valence
≥ 5 as in the bottom of Figure 9.
It is tempting to try to apply our method to every cocompact right-angled reflection
group in H3 by affirmatively solving the following:
Problem 5.8. Does every Pogorelov graph have a legal system?
As we have verified that the dual Lo¨bell graphs have legal systems in Lemma 5.6, in
view of Inoue’s result, it is conceivable that one might be able to approach Problem 5.8
by structural induction. However, we caution that the corresponding problem for finite
covolume reflection groups has a negative solution, as indicated by Theorem 6.5 and the
examples discussed immediately afterwards.
5.i. Characterizing finite volume 3-dimensional right-angled hyperbolic re-
flection groups. Let Γ ⊂ S2 be a graph embedded in the sphere. We use the term
quad for a full 4-cycle in Γ that bounds a region of S2.
Proposition 5.9 (Cusped 3-dimensional hyperbolic reflection groups). Let Γ ⊂ S2 be
a simplicial connected graph embedded in the sphere. Let G = G(Γ) be the associated
right-angled Coxeter group. Then G is isomorphic to a finite co-volume cusped hyperbolic
reflection group precisely if the following conditions hold:
(1) Each region is bounded by a quad or triangle (the quads generate the cusps).
(2) The intersection of distinct quads is either empty, a vertex, or an edge.
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(3) Any cycle of length ≤ 4 bounds a region or the union of two triangular regions.
(4) Γ is not a triangle, 4-clique, 4-cycle, or cone on a 4-cycle.
A simple example is where Γ is the 1-skeleton of a cube as discussed in Example 5.a.1.
It is dual to a right-angled hyperbolic ideal octahedron, which is the fundamental domain
of the reflection group. Another simple example is the 1-skeleton of a triangular prism.
Note that G is virtually abelian in each of the cases listed in Condition (4). In the
presence of Conditions (1)-(3), Condition (4) is equivalent to requiring that Γ has at
least 6 vertices. To establish this equivalence the reader can consider all 32 connected
simplicial graphs with at most 5 vertices.
Note that the final two conditions together imply that no vertex is surrounded by four
or fewer triangles.
This is a highly simplified version of known results, and we are grateful to Igor Rivin
for tracing these references for us. A classical reference is to Andre’ev’s paper [And70]
which was corrected by Hodgson [Hod92] using [Riv86]. Another proof was given by
Hubbard-Roeder-Dunbar [RHD07] along Andre’ev’s lines. Finally there is an orbifold
proof by Thurston in [Thu]. We instead give an explanation in the context of geometric
group theory, that also depends on hyperbolization:
Proof. We now show that if Γ satisfies Conditions (1) - (4) then G is hyperbolic relative
to its quads. Suppose Γ contained a full subgraph of the form B⋆C = {b1, b2}⋆{c1, c2, c3}
where c1, c3 and b1, b2 are nonadjacent. Then b1c1b2c3 is a full 4-cycle and is therefore a
quad by Condition (3). Hence neither b1c1b2c2 nor b1c2b2c3 are quads by Condition (2).
Hence c1, c2 and c2, c3 are adjacent, and hence Γ is the c2-cone on the quad b1c1b2c3
which violates Condition (4). Observe that each full 4-cycle is a quad by Condition (3).
It follows from Corollary 5.11 that G is hyperbolic relative to its quads.
We now verify that G is a finite volume hyperbolic reflection group. Regard G as
acting by reflections on a simply-connected 3-manifold M˜ with fundamental domain a
ball whose boundary is the cell structure on S2 that is dual to Γ. The stabilizer of
each vertex is the right-angled reflection group associated to a region of Γ and note that
by Condition (1) this is either (Z2 ∗ Z2)
2 or Z32. Let G
′ be a torsion-free finite index
subgroup. The quotient G′\M˜ has the property that the link of each quad vertex is a
torus, and we can thus remove a finite neighborhood from each such vertex to obtain a
manifold M¯ whose boundary is a union of tori. Note that G does not split along a finite
group since Γ is connected and has no internal 3-cycles by Condition (3). Note that
M¯ is not a ball or a thickened torus by the excluded degenerate possibilities for Γ. Our
peripheral structure consists entirely of the conjugates of subgroups commensurable with
the G(Q) where Q varies over the quads, and thus the JSJ decomposition for M¯ cannot
have a Seifert-fibered piece, and must consist of a single piece for otherwise π1M¯ would
split over Z2. We conclude that M is a finite-volume hyperbolic manifold by Thurston’s
geometrization.
For the converse, assume that G is a finite volume hyperbolic reflection group. Con-
dition (1) holds since if there were some region with more than 4 sides, then χ(G′) < 0
whereG′ is a torsion-free finite index subgroup. Condition (2) holds since otherwise there
would be maximal virtually Z2 subgroups with infinite intersection. Condition (3) holds
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since otherwise G would split over a virtually Z2 or a finite group associated to a full
4-cycle or 3-cycle that does not bound a region. Condition (4) holds since G contains
a rank two free subgroup but each of the degenerate cases is virtually abelian. 
The join A ⋆ B of two nonempty graphs, is the graph consisting of A ⊔ B together
with an edge from each vertex of A to each vertex of B. A clique is a complete graph
K(n) where n ≥ 0.
The following is a special case of a characterization given by Caprace [Cap09, Cap13,
Thm A′]:
Theorem 5.10. Let T be a collection of subgraphs of Γ. Then G(Γ) is hyperbolic relative
to {G(K) : K ∈ T } if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) For each non-clique subgraphs J1, J2 whose join J1 ⋆ J2 is a full subgraph of Γ there
exists K ∈ T such that J1 ⋆ J2 ⊂ K.
(b) For all K1,K2 ∈ T with K1 6= K2, the intersection K1 ∩K2 is a clique.
(c) For all K ∈ T and nonadjacent vertices v1, v2 ∈ K, if v is adjacent to both v1 and
v2 then v ∈ K.
Proof. The three conditions of Theorem 5.10 are straightforward simplifications of the
corresponding three conditions in [Cap13, Thm A’] except that Condition (a) is stated
with a weaker assumption that J1, J2 are neither joins nor cliques. Thus Theorem 5.10
is implied by Caprace’s original statement.
To see that our variant implies Caprace’s original version we argue as follows: First
note that if J1 is a join, then it can be expressed as a join A1 ⋆B1 where A1 is not a join
or a clique. If J2 is not a join then we let A2 = J2, and otherwise we let J2 = A2 ⋆ B2
where A2 is not a join or a clique. Condition (a) implies that A1 ⋆A2 lies in some K ∈ T .
Let xi, yi be non-adjacent vertices of Ai. For each vertex vi of Bi, Condition (c) applied
to vi with xi, yi ∈ K shows that vi ∈ K. 
Corollary 5.11. Let Γ be a simplicial graph. The right-angled Coxeter group G = G(Γ)
is hyperbolic relative to {G(Q) : Q is a full 4-cycle} if and only if Γ has no full subgraph
B ⋆ C where |V (B)| = 2 and |V (C)| = 3 and B,C are not cliques.
Proof. Suppose Γ has a full subgraph B⋆C as above. Let b1, b2 be the vertices of B. Let
c1, c2, c3 be the vertices of C and assume c1, c3 are nonadjacent. Then {b1, c1, b2, c3} are
the vertices of a full 4-cycle Q. Thus c2 ∈ Q by Condition (c) of Theorem 5.10, which is
impossible.
Let T consist of all full 4-cycles.
We now verify Condition (a). Suppose J1, J2 are non-clique subgraphs whose join is
a full subgraph of Γ. Since J1, J2 are not cliques, they each have at least two vertices,
and neither consists of a single edge. If they both have two vertices then J1 ⋆ J2 is a
full 4-cycle. Otherwise, one contains a full subgraph A consisting of two non adjacent
vertices, and the other contains a full subgraph B consisting of three vertices that is not
a clique. Then A ⋆ B is a full subgraph of Γ which contradicts our hypothesis.
If one of K1,K2 in Condition (b) is a pair of non adjacent vertices then |V (K1∩K2)| ≤
1. Suppose K1,K2 are both 4-cycles. We will show that K1∩K2 does not contain a pair
of nonadjacent vertices, and so K1 ∩K2 consists of a single edge or vertex, and is thus
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a clique. If K1 ∩ K2 contains a pair u, v of nonadjacent vertices and let B be the full
graph spanned by u, v, and let C be the graph spanned by the vertices of K1,K2 not in
B. Note that V (C) ≥ 3 since otherwise K1 = K2. Since C contains a pair of opposite
vertices of each Ki we see that C is not a clique. Since u, v are adjacent to each vertex
of C we see that B ⋆ C is a full subgraph of Γ which contradicts our hypothesis.
We now verify Condition (c). Suppose that v is adjacent to vertices v1, v2, and that
v1, v2 are in some K ∈ T and v1, v2 are not adjacent. Then either v ∈ K, or letting
v3, v4 be the other vertices of K, and letting B,C be the full subgraphs whose vertices
are {v1, v2} and {v, v3, v4} we see that B ⋆C is a full subgraph of Γ, which is impossible.

6. Examples where the method fails
In Sections 6.a and 6.b we describe examples of graphs Γ such that κ(Γ) ≥ 0 but such
that there is no legal system, because Γ does not have a single legal state. We emphasize
that not only does our method fail for these examples, but Bestvina-Brady Morse theory
cannot be successfully applied to any finite cover of X. The first class of examples are
easy bipartite graphs described in Section 6.a. In Section 6.b we describe a second class
of examples that are more complicated but have the advantage that they are planar. In
Section 6.c we show that if Γ has a legal system then κ2(Γ) = 1− v/2 + e/4 ≥ 0.
6.a. Bipartite Cones. Consider the bipartite graph Λ(m,k) whose vertices are Nm ⊔
C(m,k) where Nm = {1, . . . ,m} and C(m,k) consists of all k-element subsets of Nm.
An edge joins a vertex r ∈ Nm to each element of C(n, k) containing r.
Proposition 6.1. For m ≥ 2k − 1 and k ≥ 2 the graph Λ(m,k) does not have a legal
state.
Proof. Consider a state S. By the pigeon-hole principle, at least k elements of Nm are
either in S or inNm−S. Without loss of generality assume the former. Let v be the vertex
of C(m,k) that is joined to these k elements of Nm. Either S = V −{v} ormvS = V −{v}
since otherwise either S ormvS is not legal since v is separated by its neighbors. Without
loss of generality assume the former. For each u ∈ C(m,k) − {v} we have mu = {u, v}
since otherwise muS is not legal as u, v lie in different components. Finally, note that for
any two distinct u1, u2 ∈ C(m,k)−{v} the state mu1mu2S = {u1, u2, v} is not legal. 
We note that Λ(m,k) is connected for m ≥ k and girth(Λm) = 4 for m ≥ 4. We have
κ(Λ(m,k)) > 0 for m ≥ 2k− 1 since κ(Λ(m,k)) = 1− (m+
(m
k
)
)/2+ (k
(m
k
)
)/4 = 1−m/2+
(k/4 − 1/2)
(m
k
)
. The graph Λ(4,3) is the 1-skeleton of the 3-cube, and κ(Λ(4,3)) = 0.
However, as above, Λ(5,3) provides a very small example of a graph with no legal state
but with κ > 0.
Example 6.2. We will show that the bipartition of Λ(m,k) provides a legal system when
3 < k < m < 2k − 1. We need to find sets SN ⊂ Nm and SC ⊂ C(m,k) such that
SN ∪ SC is a state whose orbit is legal. Let SN = {1, . . . , ⌈m/2⌉} ⊂ Nm. Note that
|Nm − SN | < k so every k-subset of Nm contains at least one element of SN , i.e. every
vertex in C(m,k) is joined to a vertex in SN . Since k > m/2 and k < m there are at
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Θ Θ
VF(Θ) VF(Θ)
Figure 10. Θ is on the left and VF(Θ) on the right. The hamiltonian
cycle on the left corresponds to the strongly legal state on the right.
least two distinct k-subsets of Nm containing SN , i.e. two vertices v, v
′ ∈ C(m,k) both
joined to all vertices of SN . Similarly, there are vertices u, u
′ ∈ C(m,k) both joined to
all vertices of Nm − SN . Clearly v, v
′, u, u′ are all distinct, since no vertex of C(m,k) is
joined to all vertices on Nm. Letting SC = {v, u} we obtain a state SN ∪SC whose orbit
is legal.
6.b. Vertex-face-incidence-graphs and hamiltonian cycles. A cycle C in Θ is a
subgraph homeomorphic to a circle. The cycle C is hamiltonian if each vertex of Θ lies
in C. Given an embedding Θ ⊂ S2 in the sphere, we let F denote the set of the faces
which are components of S2 −Θ.
The vertex-face-incidence graph VF(Θ) is a bipartite graph whose vertices are parti-
tioned as V ⊔ F and where v ∈ V is joined to f ∈ F by an edge if and only if v ∈ ∂f .
Definition 6.3 (k-connected). Θ is k-connected if there does not exist a subset U ⊂ V =
Θ0 of at most (k− 1) vertices such that the subgraph induced by V −U is disconnected.
For instance, if Θ is 3-connected then an embedding Θ ⊂ S2 is essentially unique by
Steinitz’s theorem.
The following is easy to verify:
Proposition 6.4. Let Θ be a 2-connected planar simplicial graph. Then VF(Θ) has
a planar embedding such that each face of VF(Θ) is a quadrangle, corresponding to an
edge of Θ. Moreover, VF(Θ) is 3-connected if and only if Θ is 3-connected.
The main result of this section is:
Theorem 6.5. Let Θ be a 2-connected 3-valent planar graph. Then the following are
equivalent:
(a): Θ has a Hamilton cycle,
(b): VF(Θ) has a strongly legal state,
(c): VF(Θ) has a legal system.
Figure 10 illustrates the correspondence between a Hamilton cycle in Θ and a strongly
legal state of VF(Θ) in the case when Θ is a “house”.
Proof of (c) ⇒ (b). This follows from the definitions. 
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Proof of (b) ⇒ (a). Let A be a legal state and let B = (VF(Θ))0 −A. Let E ⊆ E(Θ)
be the set of edges e of Θ for which the two faces meeting along e belong to different
parts of A⊔B. By definition of a strongly legal state, every vertex of Θ is incident with
faces in both A and B. Thus as Θ is 3-valent we find that every vertex of Θ is incident
to exactly two edges of E. Thus E is the edge set of collection of disjoint cycles {Ci} in
Θ. We will show that this collection consists of a single cycle that is a hamiltonian cycle
of Θ. Suppose this were not the case. Let R be the set of regions of S2 −
⋃
i Ci. Note
that any two faces of Θ that lie in the same region belong to the same part of A⊔B. If
there were two or more cycles then there would be three or more regions and hence two
whose faces are in the same part, say A. A path in A from one to the other would have
to pass through a region whose faces are in B. 
Proof of (a) ⇒ (c). Let C be a Hamiltonian cycle of Θ. Since Θ is 3-valent, by choosing
an arbitrary way of directing the edges of Θ− C, we find that each vertex of θ is either
an initial or terminal vertex. We thus have a partition V (Θ) = V1 ⊔ V2 consisting of
initial and terminal vertices.
We will apply Lemma 5.1 where A = F and B = V denote the face-vertices and
vertex-vertices of VF(Θ). Let F1, F2 consist of the faces on opposite sides of C ⊂ S
2.
Let V1, V2 be A and Θ
0 −A.
Condition (1) is satisfied as follows: Consider the disk diagram Di consisting of a
hemisphere bounded by C, so the faces of Di are the elements of Fi. For each pair of
faces in Fi, there is a gallery joining them in Di that consists of a sequence of faces
meeting along common edges. Since each such edge is in the interior of Di, it is an edge
of Θ−C. Therefore it has one vertex in Y1 and the other vertex in Y2. Thus this gallery
provides the desired path.
Condition (2) is satisfied since every vertex lies on C and thus lies on a face in each
hemisphere. 
Theorem 6.5 implies that characterizing the planar quadrangulations (planar graphs
in which every face has four edges) having legal systems is a difficult task. In particular a
classical conjecture of Barnette states that every bipartite 3-connected 3-regular planar
graph has a Hamilton cycle (see [Gou14]). Using Theorem 6.5 we can awkwardly restate
this conjecture in the language of legal systems.
Conjecture 6.6 (Barnette). Let Q be a 3-connected planar quadrangulation, and let
(A,B) be the bipartition of the vertices of Q. Suppose that every vertex of A has valence
three, and that A admits a partition (A1, A2) such that every face of Q is incident with
a vertex in A1 and with a vertex in A2. Then Q has a legal system.
Example 6.7 (Tutte). Tait had conjectured in 1884 that every 3-valent 3-connected
planar graph has a hamiltonian cycle. In 1946, Tutte produced a counterexample to this
conjecture: the graph Θ depicted in Figure 11. Its vertex-face incidence graph VF(Θ)
has the property that any proper connected subgraph with κ ≥ 0 is a square or a chain of
length ≤ 2. Combining this with Theorem 6.5, we deduce that there exist 3-connected
planar quadrangulations not admitting a legal state, and hence Guess 3.2 is false for
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Figure 11. Tutte’s Graph is a famous planar graph with no hamiltonian cycle.
planar graphs, as there is not even a single legal state. Consequently, Bestvina-Brady
Morse theory cannot be applied to any cover of the cube complex X associated to a
torsion-free finite index subgroup of G.
The Coxeter group G = G(VF (Θ)) corresponds to the fundamental domain of a finite
co-volume cusped 3-dimensional hyperbolic right-angled Coxeter group. Indeed, there
is no internal 3-cycle in VF(Θ) since it is bipartite and no internal 4-cycle in VF(Θ)
since any two regions of Θ have connected intersection - as revealed by an inspection
of Figure 11. The intersection of two quads is either empty, a vertex, or an edge, since
otherwise either Θ is not simplicial, or two regions of Θ overlap along more than one
edge. Consequently, VF(Θ) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.9.
Remark 6.8. Tutte proved that 4-connected planar graphs are hamiltonian, and so
perhaps VF(Θ) has a legal state when Θ has stronger connectivity properties: e.g. in
the spirit of Conjecture 6.6. Finally, we note that Grinberg’s formula [Gri68] provides
a host of other counterexamples to Tait’s conjecture, and these provide a rich family
of examples of 3-dimensional right-angled hyperbolic reflection groups where Bestvina-
Brady Morse theory cannot possibly show virtual fibering for any finite cover of the
associated cube complex.
The above examples show that, using the standard affine structure on the cubes,
Bestvina-Brady theory cannot be applied to the cube complex which is the dual spine
to the hyperbolic tiling by ideal polyhedra that is formed from the reflection walls of
certain hyperbolic Coxeter groups. In Example 6.12 we show that the method of this
text cannot be applied to certain right-angled Coxeter groups that are commensurable
with closed (non-hyperbolic) 3-manifold fundamental groups.
Remark 6.9. Consider an embedding Θ ⊂ S2. As girth(VF(Θ)) = 4 we have
κ(VF(Θ)) = 1−
|V (VF(Θ))|
2
+
|E(VF (Θ))|
4
= 1−
|V (Θ)|+ |F (Θ)|
2
+
2|E(Θ)|
4
= 0
where the final equality holds by Euler’s formula for Θ ⊂ S2.
Lemma 6.10. Let C be a cycle of length four in a graph Γ′, and let Γ be the graph
obtained from Γ′ by adding a vertex adjacent to the vertices of C and to no other vertices.
If Γ has a legal system then so does Γ′.
Remark 6.11. The analogous statement holds more generally with C replaced by the
cocktail party graph K(2, 2, . . . , 2). More generally, consider the amalgam Γ = Γ′ ∪C Γ
′′
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of the graphs Γ′,Γ′′ along such C: If Γ has a legal system, then so do Γ′ and Γ′′. This
specializes to the above result when Γ′′ is the cone on a cocktail party graph C.
Proof. Let a, b, c, d be the vertices of C in order, and let v be the new vertex. Let M be
the group associated to the legal system on Γ, let O be a legal M -orbit, let V denote
the vertex set of Γ, and let V ′ = V − {v} be the vertex set of Γ′. We claim that the
restriction of M and O to Γ′ (i.e. ignore v) provides a legal system.
Suppose not. Then w.l.o.g. there exists a state S ∈ O such that S ∩ V ′ does not
induce a connected subgraph of Γ′. As S induces a connected subgraph in Γ, w.l.o.g.
we have a, c, v ∈ S and b, d 6∈ S. However, there exists m ∈ M such that a, c ∈ m but
v, b, d 6∈ m. Indeed, either ma or mc or ma +mc has this property. The state mS is not
strongly legal since v ∈ mS, but a, b, c, d 6∈ mS. 
Example 6.12. Let Γ be the 1-skeleton of the first barycentric subdivision of the cell
structure for S2 whose 1-skeleton is Tutte’s graph. Then the clique complex of Γ is S2
but Γ has no legal system. Indeed, by starting with Γ and applying Lemma 6.10 sixty-
nine times (once for each edge of Θ) we arrive at VF(Θ). Hence Γ has no legal-system
since VF(Θ) has no legal-system by Example 6.7.
6.c. Failure With Negative Euler characteristic.
Remark 6.13. When G is a locally quasiconvex hyperbolic group it cannot have an
infinite index f.g. infinite normal subgroup [ABC+91, Prop 3.9]. Likewise, a non virtually
abelian Kleinian group that is locally geometrically finite cannot have an infinite index
nontrivial f.g. normal subgroup. There are thus a variety of examples of right-angled
Coxeter groups G(Γ) where Γ has no legal system.
A prominent such family arise from planar graphs Γ ⊂ S2 such that some region has
more than five sides but where each cycle of length 3 or 4 bounds a region. In this
case, G(Γ) has an index ≤ 16 subgroup that is the fundamental group of a hyperbolic
3-manifold M where ∂M contains a surface of genus > 1 that corresponds to the large
region. Thus π1M is locally geometrically finite by a result of Thurston [Can96], and
hence cannot have a nontrivial normal subgroup that is finitely generated.
The previous class of examples has χ(G) < 0. More generally, other examples of such
Coxeter groups are virtually 2-dimensional coherent groups where χ(G) 6= 0. For them
the f.g. kernel of Corollary 4.4 would be free and thus χ(G) = 0, which is impossible.
Indeed, if N ⊂ G is a nontrivial f.p. infinite index normal subgroup with cd(G) = 2 then
N is free [Bie76].
The above discussion suggests that β0(G) − β1(G) + β2(G) ≥ 0 when there is a legal
system and cd(G) = 2, and indeed, we have the following simple and precise count that
holds in general:
Theorem 6.14. Let Γ be a finite graph. Suppose there is a legal system for Γ. Then
κ2(Γ) = 1−
V
2 +
E
4 ≥ 0.
Moreover, if κ2(Γ) = 0 then all states in a legal system are trees.
Proof. Let K be a d-clique in Γ. Observe that K occurs in exactly 1
2d
of the states in
the legal orbit. Indeed, letting m1, . . . ,md denote the moves at the d vertices of K, we
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see that the orbit is partitioned into cardinality 2d equivalence classes according to the
action of 〈m1, . . . ,md〉 and K appears in precisely one element within each class. As each
state S is connected we have 0 ≤ 1− v(S) + e(S). Thus letting n denote the cardinality
of the legal orbit we have:
0 ≤
∑
S
(1−v(S)+e(S)) =
∑
S
1−
∑
S
v(S)+
∑
S
e(S) = n−n
1
2
V +n
1
4
E = n(1−
V
2
+
E
4
)
Moreover, the above inequality is an equality precisely if each state is a tree. 
The above proof works for any inequality uniformly satisfied by numbers of cells
for each state. In particular, it is of interest in the case where we assume that each
state is acyclic, and we have the following which is also a consequence of a cohomology
computation:
Corollary 6.15. Suppose Γ has a legal system with the property that the flag complex
Q(S) is contractible for each state S. Then the generalized form of the above inequality
provides that κ(Γ) = 0 and hence χ(G) = 0. (Here, χ(G) = 1[G:G′]χ(G
′) where G′ is a
finite index torsion-fee subgroup.)
7. In pursuit of an exotic subgroup of a hyperbolic group
In this section we pose a problem aiming to use Theorem 4.3 to provide a hyperbolic
group G(Γ) such that the kernel K of G′ → Z has finite K(π, 1) but is not hyperbolic.
Problem 7.1. Find Γ having a legal system whose states have contractible clique-
complexes, such that the clique-complex Q(Γ) is flag-no-square but does not contain a
2-sphere. And such that vcd(G(Γ)) ≥ 3.
We do not know how to make a flag-no-square complex that is a closed pseudo-manifold
of dimension ≥ 3 for which there is a legal system. For that matter we do not know how
to make a flag-no-square (closed pseudo-manifold) of cd(Q(Γ)) ≥ 3 with κ(Γ) = 0. Note
that if Γ has a legal system and the clique complex of each state is contractible then
κ(Γ) = 0 by Corollary 6.15. In this connection we note that [LN14, Conj 6.1] implies
that there does not exist a flag-no-square simplicial structure on S3 with κ(Γ) = 0.
Problem 7.2. Find a finite simplicial graph Γ with the property that:
(1) κ(Γ) ≤ 0 (we are primarily interested in κ(Γ) = 0.)
(2) The clique-complex of Γ is flag-no-square (i.e. any length 4 cycle bounds two
triangles.)
(3) Γ is not planar
(4) Every edge of Γ lies on a triangle (preferably at least two).
Problem 7.3. Is there Γ as above with the more general property that no two 4-cycles
(without triangles) share non-adjacent vertices? And such that there is no 2-sphere in
the space obtained by filling in all 3-cycles and 4-cycles?
It might be possible to find a legal system for such Γ and use that to create a word-
hyperbolic group with a non-hyperbolic normal subgroup with strong finiteness proper-
ties.
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8. Random graphs
In this section we show that Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graphs for a wide range of densities
almost surely contain legal systems. Recall that the model G(n, p) consists of graphs with
vertex set V = {1, 2, . . . , n} in which edges are chosen independently with probability
p. We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of the model and so assume n → ∞
throughout.
We will show that if p is reasonably far away from both zero and one, then a graph
in G(n, p) almost surely has a legal system. While our bounds on p are not the best
possible, they significantly imply that almost every labelled graph on n vertices has a
legal system, as the model G(n, 1/2) corresponds to the uniform distribution on such
graphs. The complement of a graph Γ(V,E) is the graph with vertex set V and where
two distinct vertices v,w are joined by an edge if and only if there is no edge between
them in Γ.
A matching in a graph Γ(V,E) is a set M ⊆ E such that no vertex in V is incident
to more than one edge of M . A perfect matching in Γ(V,E) is a matching M such that
every vertex of V is incident to an edge of M . We will need the following classical result
about the existence of perfect matchings in random graphs.
Theorem 8.1 (Erdo˝s-Re´nyi [ER66]). Let p = (log n + ω(n))/n where ω(n) → ∞. If n
is even then a graph in G(n, p) almost surely contains a perfect matching.
Further, we will need a result on connectivity of random bipartite graphs. Let
G(n1, n2, p) be a random graph model consisting of bipartite graphs with bipartition
(A,B) for a pair of disjoint sets A and B, with |A| = n1 and |B| = n2, where the edges
joining A and B are chosen independently with probability p.
Theorem 8.2 (Pala´sti [Pal64]). Let 0 ≤ n1 ≤ n2, and let p = (log n2+ω(n2))/n1 where
ω(n)→∞. Then a graph in G(n1, n2, p) is almost surely connected.
Theorem 8.3 (Bolloba´s [Bol80]). The maximum valence of a graph in G(n, p) is almost
surely O(pn).
Let Γ = (V,E) be a graph, a perfect antimatching is a partition M = {S1, . . . , Sk} of
V such that each Si consists of precisely two nonadjacent vertices. A set T ⊆ V is an
M-transversal if |T ∩ Si| = 1 for each i.
A perfect antimatching M is lawful if every M-transversal is a legal state. Note that
the set of allM-transversals forms an orbit of the subgroup of 2V generated byM. Thus
if M is lawful then it is a legal system.
Theorem 8.4. Suppose
(2)
(2 log n)1/2 + ω(n)
n1/2
≤ p ≤ 1−
1
n1.99
for some ω(n) with ω(n) → ∞. Then a graph in G(n, p) almost surely contains a legal
system.
Theorem 8.4 is proven using colored legal system with at most two vertices of each
color. We hoped that by considering colored legal systems with color classes of higher
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cardinality one could decrease the lower bound. And indeed, we refer the reader to
Theorem 8.7 below:
Proof. The proof is broken into two cases that employ various types of legal systems. The
case where p ≤ 1− 2 logn+ω(n)n is treated in Lemma 8.5. The case where p ≥ 1−
2 logn+ω(n)
n
is treated in Lemma 8.6 under the assumption that Γ is not a complete graph. Note
that that Γ is almost surely not complete if p ≤ 1− 1
n1.99
since the probability that Γ is
a complete graph equals p
n(n−1)
2 ≤ e−(1−p)
n(n−1)
2 → 0 as n→∞. 
Lemma 8.5 (Intermediate probability). Suppose p satisfies the following inequality
(3)
(2 log n)1/2 + ω(n)
n1/2
≤ p ≤ 1−
2 log n+ ω(n)
n
for some ω(n) with ω(n)→∞. Then a graph Γ in G(n, p) almost surely contains a legal
system.
Proof. We will first work under the assumption that n is even, in which case we actually
show that under Condition (3), a random graph in G(n, p) almost surely contains a lawful
perfect antimatching. We will adjust the argument to handle the case when n is odd at
the end of the proof.
We start by partitioning V = {1, 2, . . . , n} into two even cardinality parts A and B
each of size at most n/2 + 1. Since a perfect antimatching corresponds to a perfect
matching of a complement, by the right inequality of Equation (3) and Theorem 8.1 the
subgraphs of Γ induced by both A and B almost surely contain perfect antimatchings.
We assume that such antimatchings exist and denote them by MA and MB.
We will show that M =MA ∪MB is almost surely lawful. Let E1 be the set of edges
with one end in A and the other in B. Note that each edge in E1 is chosen independently
with probability p.
We construct an auxiliary bipartite graph Λ′A with bipartition (A,MB) by joining
u ∈ A and S ∈ MB by an edge if u is adjacent to both elements of S. Then Λ
′
A is
a random bipartite graph in G(|B|/2, |A|, p2) and by Theorem 8.2 it is almost surely
connected. Define Λ′B in G(|A|/2, |B|, p
2) analogously.
We will show that if Λ′A and Λ
′
B are both connected thenM is lawful. Indeed, let T be
an M-transversal and let ΓT be the subgraph of Γ induced by T . Consider u, v ∈ T ∩A,
and let P be a path in Λ′A with ends u and v. Replacing the vertices of P in MB by
corresponding elements of T , we obtain a path in ΓT from u to v. It follows that T ∩A
lies in one component of ΓT . Similarly, T ∩ B lies in one component of ΓT . Moreover,
by construction of Λ′A there certainly exists an edge of Γ from a vertex in T ∩ A to a
vertex in T ∩B. Thus ΓT is connected, as desired.
Finally, if n is odd, we apply the above argument to the subgraph Γ′ of the random
graph Γ induced by V − {n}. It implies that Γ′ almost surely contains a lawful perfect
antimatching M. Then M∪ {{n}} is almost surely a legal system on Γ, as n is almost
surely joined to both vertices of some S ∈ M. 
We are grateful to Roman Glebov and Gonzalo Fiz Pontiveros for describing arguments
that explain how to handle random graphs at high density. In particular, the following
is due to Roman Glebov:
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Lemma 8.6. Let q = 1− p. Suppose
q = O(
log n
n
).
Then a graph Γ in G(n, p) almost surely either is a complete graph or contains a legal
system.
Proof. Let H be the complement of Γ. Note that H is in G(n, q). We consider two cases.
Case 1: q = o(n−3/2).
The probability that a triple of vertices is joined by two edges inH equals 3q2−2q3 ≤ 3q2.
The expected number of such triples is of order
(n
3
)
3q2 ≤ 12n
3q2 → 0 as n → ∞. Thus
the probability that there is a pair of edges in H with a common vertex tends to 0 as
n → ∞. We now describe a winning system when Γ ∈ G(n, p) is not a complete graph.
Choose an edge in H joining vertices v,w. Consider the system of moves consisting of
{v,w} and the singletons of all other vertices. Let the initial state S = {v}. Since every
other vertex in Γ is joined by an edge to both v and w, the orbit of S is legal.
Case 2: q 6= o(n−3/2).
Let k be the number of edges in a maximal matching M in H. Denote by D the set
of all vertices that are not incident to any edge in M . Note that |D| = n − 2k and the
subgraph Γ(D) of Γ is a clique. Consider the system of moves consisting of {v,w} for all
(v,w) ∈ M and {v} for all v ∈ D. Let S be a state that has exactly one vertex in each
{v,w} for (v,w) ∈M .
We first prove that Γ(S) is connected. Suppose to the contrary that Γ(S) can be
decomposed into two subgraphs Γ(S1),Γ(S2) not having adjacent vertices, Then the
subgraph H(S) induced by S in H contains the complete bipartite graph on S1, S2 as a
subgraph. Thus there is a vertex in H(S) of valence at least ⌈k2⌉.
Let dH denote the maximum valence of H, and note that dH = O(qn) by Theorem 8.3.
By hypothesis q = O( lognn ), and so dH = O(log n). Combining with the previous conclu-
sion about a vertex of H(S), we find that k = O(log n).
The set D of vertices not incident to any edge in a largest matching has n−2k vertices
and the subgraph H(D) has no edges. We will use that k = O(log n) to show below that
the edgeless subgraph H(D) almost surely does not exist.
The probability that a set of n − 2k vertices has no edges equals (1 − q)(
n−2k
2 ), and
hence the probability that there exists a subset of size n− 2k with no edges is bounded
by (
n
2k
)
(1− q)(
n−2k
2 ) ≤ n2ke−q(
n−2k
2 ).
As k = O(log n), for all sufficiently large n we have:
n2ke−q(
n−2k
2 ) ≤ e2c log
2 n−q(n−2c log n2 )
And hence since q ≥ bn−3/2 with b > 0 for sufficiently large n we have:
2c log2 n− q
(
n− 2c log n
2
)
≤ 2c log2 n− bn−3/2
(
n− 2c log n
2
)
→ −∞
And so the above probability goes to 0 as claimed.
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Having proven that Γ(S) is connected whenever S is a state containing exactly one
vertex from each edge in M , it remains to prove that Γ(S ∪ D′) is connected for any
D′ ⊂ D. The probability that there is d ∈ D that is not adjacent to any vertex in S is
(n− 2k)qk ≤ (n− 2k)
(
c lognn
)k
. This last term tends to 0 as n→∞ since k →∞. 
In response to Theorem 8.4, Fiz Pontiveros, Glebov and Karpas have proven the
following result in [PGK16], which definitively explains when a random graph has a
legal system:
Theorem 8.7 (Fiz Pontiveros-Glebov-Karpas). Suppose that
log n+ log log n+ ω(1)
n
≤ p ≤ 1−
ω(1)
n2
.
Then a random graph in G(n, p) almost surely has a legal system.
As they explained a random graph Γ ∈ G(n, p) that is not complete almost surely has
a legal system precisely when Γ almost surely has the property that each of its vertices
has valence at least 2.
For a slightly different setting of random regular graphs it would be interesting to
resolve the following question.
Problem 8.8. Does there a exist a constant d ∈ N such that a random d-regular graph
on n vertices almost surely has a legal system?
We now describe a simpler bipartite version of Theorem 8.4.
Proposition 8.9. Suppose
p ≥
2 log n+ ω(n)
n
for some ω(n) with ω(n)→∞. Then a graph in G(n, n, p) almost surely contains a legal
system.
Proof. First suppose n is even. Let V = A⊔B be the bipartite structure of a graph Γ in
G(n, n, p). Partition A into A1 ⊔ A2 where |Ai| =
n
2 for i = 1, 2. Similarly partition B.
Each of the graphs induced by Ai ∪ Bj for i, j ∈ {1, 2} is a random graph in G(
n
2 ,
n
2 , p).
By Theorem 8.1 they are all connected. Thus the system of moves corresponding to the
bipartition and its orbit consisting of states Ai ∪Bj is a legal system.
If n is odd, we use the same argument for the subgraph Γ′ of Γ induced by n−1 vertices
in each side of the bipartition. The remaining vertices a, b are almost surely joined to a
vertex in B1 and a vertex in B2, or a vertex in A1 and a vertex in A2 respectively. Thus
the orbit of the state A1 ∪B1 ∪ {a, b} is legal. 
We close with a few further questions about the existence of legal systems for certain
families of graphs:
Problem 8.10. Does a generic 3-connected finite planar graph Γ with girth(Γ) = 4 and
κ(Γ) = 0 have the property that there is no legal state?
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Problem 8.11. Is there a sensible statement (positive or negative) that can be made
for generic bipartite graphs (or girth 4 graphs) with a fixed number of vertices and
κ(Γ) = 1− v/2 + e/4 = 0 ?
How about if Γ is planar?
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